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Draw what’s happening in space. 
Is the sky filled with shooting stars?



Draw your own constellations by connecting  
the stars to make pictures.



Draw the other half  
of the space shuttle.



Color the space vehicles.



Add more controls to the spaceship panel.



Turn these shapes into aliens.



Draw each astronaut’s face, then color in the pictures!



Draw planets and stars around the spaceships.



Draw what you think the astronaut is looking at.



Draw a rocket ship next to the astronaut.



Draw the other half of the 
space suit, and then add 

the astronaut’s face.



Write a message or draw a secret map.



Draw a rocket ship zooming in the sky.



Complete the robot.



Draw some funny faces on these creatures.



Find 5 differences between these two pictures.



Draw some houses on this planet in outer space.



How may stars can you fit on this page? 
Use as many different colors as you can.



Find 10 differences between these two pictures.



Connect the stars to see what the constellation Dragon 
looks like. Then color in the picture!



Make each shape into a new creature.



Design a poster for a must-see performance.

T H E  G R E A T E S T  S H O W 
O N  E A R T H !



Пройди лабиринт и помоги 
солнечному лучу долететь до Земли.

Cколько времени понадобится 
тебе, чтобы пройти этот лабиринт? 
Возьми часы и засеки!

От Солнца 
до Земли луч света 

путешествует 8 минут 
и 16 секунд.

START

FINISH

Find the correct path through the maze.



FINISH

Draw a friend for the robot.



Five 5 differences between the two rovers.



Which objects are not found in space?



FINISH

START

Mars

Jupiter

Help the space shuttle 
find a way through 

the maze from Jupiter 
to Mars.



Color the friendly alien using the key below.
1 —
2 —

3 —
4 —

5 —
6 —



Finish drawing the other
half of the space vehicle.

Then color it in!



Find 10 differences between these two pictures.



Draw your own spaceship.
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Are you ready  
for some amazing 

adventures in space?

Children can draw and color exciting objects 
found in space! From constellations and 
rockets to astronauts and robots, young 
artists can show their creativity while 

also learning about space. 
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